
Are you maximizing your card programs?
Hear how BigLots! recently re-energized their payable card program



The Drive for Optimization

As businesses of all sizes continue 
to deal with a low-revenue growth 
environment, with annual changes in 
real U.S. Gross output below 3% 
every year since 2010*, they are 
looking to drive greater efficiencies 
and returns from their various 
operations.

*Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Card Program Optimization
Available Payment Methods
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Payment Methods

Settlement Timing Point of Purchase Post Invoice/Point of Payment

Common Spend Categories Distributed Cards Ghost Cards AP Card ACH Check Wire

Misc. Expense, Local Procurement and 

Individual Travel 

Centralized/Recurring Expenses (Temp Help, 

Office Suppliers, Courier, Large Ticket Travel) 

Smaller Dollar – Recurring & Non-Recurring   

Remaining Direct & Indirect Spend   

Capital Markets, Fiduciary, Tax, Cap Ex   

Multiple options are available for payment settlement.
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Card Payment is Common Now for B2B…and Growing

“Going forward, Program Administrators expect future p-card spending (on all platforms) 

to grow by 54% over the next five years (10.8% per year)”1

1RPMG PURCHASING CARD BENCHMARK RESULTS
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Is Your Company Behind The Trends?

“65% of EAP or electronic “payables accounts” - respondents 
currently using expect to increase their spending on EAP over 
the next five years. 

Overall spending on EAP is expected to increase significantly, 
rising at a rate of 13.8% per year from the base year of 2015 
through 2020. 

Those using EAP cite increased targeting of vendors for 
EAP acceptance as a key reason for expected growth.”1

1RPMG PURCHASING CARD BENCHMARK RESULTS
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What could be holding your program back?

The two foremost barriers to an 

organization’s ability to maximize its 

purchasing card spending potential relate to 

management support of the p-card 

program:

 lack of resources needed to support 

program growth &

 failure to assess the potential for p-card 

spending
1

1RPMG PURCHASING CARD BENCHMARK RESULTS



 Analytical tools

– Cost Savings Calculator

 Quantify potential commercial card volume and estimate the potential financial benefits that can 
be realized from a new or optimized card program

– Return on Investment

 Identify how your commercial card program could contribute to the bottom line

– Industry Benchmarking

 Identify opportunities to reduce costs and gain efficiencies within your card program

 Spend Analytics

– Average transaction Analysis

 Analyze your supplier file and identify suppliers that could be converted to an automated payment 
method

– Spend Diagnostic

 Analyze detailed accounts payable data and provide strategic and tactical recommendations for 
payment automation

Benchmark Metrics Applicability 
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Monthly card spend (total card program)

Monthly spend per card

Monthly transactions per card

Total spend per $1MM in revenue 

Average transaction size

Cardholder-to-employee ratio

Percent of active cards in a typical month

Percent of transactions under $2,500 paid by card (Purchasing and One 
Card Benchmark only)

Percent of transactions between $2,500 and $10,000 paid by card 
(Purchasing and One Card Benchmark only)

Travel card spend as a % of travel spend categories (Corporate and One 
Card Benchmark only) 

Benchmark Metrics – Knowledge is Power – Do you Know?? 
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Sample Card Performance Analysis

© Visa 2016.  All Rights Reserved. Visa Confidential. Patent Pending.

Comparison to Peer Industry and Revenue Groups

Transportation, Warehousing, and Delivery Services Your Metric Benchmark* 0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

Monthly total purchasing card spend $415,000 $8,250,000

Monthly spend per card $3,800 $3,807

Monthly transactions per card 5.25 8.30

Total card spend per $ million in revenue $1,250 $5,822

Total card spend per employee $350 $347

Average transaction size $3755 $587

Card-to-employee ratio 0.5 9.0%

Percent of active cards 90.1% 91.00%

Percent of transactions under $2,500 paid by purchasing card N/A 58.0%

Percent of transactions between $2,500 and $10,000 paid by purchasing 

card

N/A 21.0%

*Benchmark is the 75th percentile.
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Enough Cards?

Issue cards upon 
employee request

Issue Cards upon 
management approval, 

department, or 
employee level

Develop centralized 
issuance criteria 

based on employee 
profile with active 

tracking and 
management

Best practice companies follow these steps to successfully establish 

appropriate issuance criteria.

1. Develop criteria for distribution of purchasing cards that are 

consistent with company procurement and payment 

requirements.

2. Include criteria for card issuance as part of purchasing 

polices and procedures.

3. Establish appropriate card controls for various spend types and 

user profiles, including transaction limits, monthly limits, and MCC 

blocks.

4. Solicit ongoing feedback from cardholders and managers to 

ensure that issuance criteria are updated as needed (e.g., if a 

cardholder is regularly making purchases for another employee, 

the second employee should be issued a card).

5. Review accounts on an ongoing basis to identify inactive 

cards and investigate to ensure that all cards are in the 

hands of approved cardholders.

Implementation steps to improve 

“Cardholder to Employee” ratios 
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Transaction Limits Set Correctly?

Define controls using 
centralized policies on 

appropriate spend 
types, MCC codes, and 

card limits

Define card use by user 
profiles based on 

individual and 
department spend 

patterns

Define card use by user 
profiles based on 

individual and 
department spend 

patterns with active 
tracking

Best practice organizations take the following steps to define 
appropriate card controls.

1. Analyze spend volume for each commodity, division, 
& employee role.

2. Review current spend on cards to identify the spend types 
and/or transaction amount appropriate for card use.

3. Set appropriate individual transaction and monthly limits 
based on transaction data.

4. Determine appropriate MCC blocks.

5. Create tiered-user profiles with appropriate limits 
and MCC blocks.

6. Develop a process for actively monitoring individual 
and department spend patterns (e.g., volume and 
frequency) and adjusting card use profiles as needed.

Implementation steps to improve 

monthly card spend per employee
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Capturing Appropriate Spend?

Encourage use of 
purchasing card for all 
eligible purchases for 
the relevant employee 

group/division

Mandate use of the 
purchasing card for

all eligible purchases

for relevant employee 
groups

Best practice organizations take the following steps to maximize use of 
purchasing cards.

1. Analyze company spend data to identify spend types eligible 
for the purchasing card.

2. Define user profiles based on spend behavior through use of spend 
analysis tools to identify spend categories unique to employee groups.

3. Determine whether to mandate or encourage use of the 
purchasing card.

4. Establish policies that detail the approved spend types for the 
purchasing card use.

5. Issue purchasing cards to appropriate employees and customize 
cardholder profiles by employee group (e.g., executives, technicians, 
etc.).

6. Communicate policies and procedures to end-users through training, 
email, intranet, etc..

7. Monitor and report on purchasing card usage and compliance.

Implementation steps to improve 

monthly Pcard spend per employee
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Payables Program Optimization is Ongoing

Several new 
vendors to contact

Extremely large 
spend vendors

Strategic payments Creative enrollment

Payables 
Growth

Regular Reviews Recommended
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Card Program Optimization

5 Easy 
Ways to 
Optimize

1.  Require Card Usage for small dollar purchases.  

Provide clear payment guidelines to employees and recommend that transactions under a 
certain dollar amount be paid by commercial card.

2.  Increase card limits for all eligible cardholders.

Individual transaction and monthly limits should be in line with employee purchasing 
responsibilities to ensure card utility.  Balance ease of use and card controls and monitor 
declines to maximize opportunity

3.  Expand access to cards for all eligible employees.

Companies may be missing card payment opportunities if the appropriate staff do not have 
access to a card.  Analyze accounts payable data to identify frequent buyers of goods and 
services that are eligible for card payment.  Cross reference these buyers to those who 
have authority to use a card to determine who else should have a card.

4.  Unblock Merchant Category Codes.

Overly restrictive MCC blocking can limit the usefulness of the card program and confuse 
employees making eligible purchases.  Review decline reports for legitimate transactions 
that have been declined due to blocked MCC codes and unblock these codes.

5. Maximize use of commercial cards in Accounts Payable.

Companies can streamline their payment process and realize process savings by providing 
their AP department with a card to use to pay invoices.  Use this card for infrequent 
purchases with Visa-accepting suppliers or invoices that require immediate payment.  
Opportunity to conduct a supplier analysis. 
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Case Study



Tender Analysis
 Work with AP team to understand current tender analysis

 Understand all avenues of how payments are being paid 

 2014 – Big Lots was processing 88% of payables by check

Update Current Program
 Evaluate and make sure your company is operating on the most up to date program 

 Understand roadblocks and possible improvements within teams impacted

 Old program was stagnant 

Senior Leadership Buy In & Cross Functional Teams
 Priority 

 Involve multiple departments

Vender Analysis
 Vendor enrollment team

 How Many Vendors do you have?  How are they currently being paid?

 BIG – 2014 had over 31,000 vendors being paid by check.

Increased Revenue Stream
 Rebate $ Increased by close to 1mm in 3 years

How are suppliers converted from check and ACH to card settlement?
 Vendor enrollment team

 Segmentation of enrollment strategy based on categories of suppliers

 Collaborative effort with your stakeholders

 Focus on maximizing cash flow to your organization

Accounts Payable Card Solution 
Overview
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Develop Enrollment Strategy
 Collaboration with procurement, accounts payable and treasury 

 Strategically convert vendors to card with focus on maximizing cash flow 

 Segmentation of enrollment strategy could vary by vendor type and terms

Develop Calling Plan and Calling Scripts
 Your organization approves all vendors to contact

 Pace of enrollment determined by your organization 

 Vendor scripts & messaging approved by your organization  

Accounts Payable Card Initiative Announcement 
 Develop an announcement letter 

 The announcement letter would be sent prior to vendor calling

Vendor Enrollment Calling Campaign - Outsourced
 Focused effort managed by experienced staff 

 Vendor discussion is procedural in nature – no vendor negotiations

 Goal is to simply to replace check or ACH with card payment

 Vendor questions are escalated back to your organization

Weekly Enrollment Tracking
 Vendor contacts and feedback collected in detailed tracking database  

 Enrollment tracker will be provided to your organization regularly
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Accounts Payable Card Solution
Vendor Enrollment 
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Paper Checks
 Decreased 38% due to AP Card Program  

Revenue Stream
 Increased revenue stream close to $1mm due to revitalization of card program

Mature program – What’s Next?
 Company Payment Policy

 Review List Annually – Always new vendors added to platform

BIG Success



Standard Disclosure
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